In this paper we propose a dynamic version of the Market-Derived Capital Pricing Model (MCPM) of McNulty, Yeh, Schulze and Lubatkin (2002) .By introducing the competitive advantage period "CAP" in the algorithm of this model, we develop the Dynamic Market-Derived Capital Pricing Model (DMCPM). The economic theoretical foundation of the DMCPM is based on the competitive economic equilibrium concept. A sample of 80 U.S. firms and cross section data are used in the empirical analysis. We compare the cost of capital estimation results from the DMCPM with those from the CAPM. Also, we test the explanatory power of the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the DMCPM compared to that from the CAPM. The results of difference tests, Cox tests and J tests of Davidson and MacKinnon (1981) show the relevance of the estimated cost of capital from the DMCPM.
Introduction
The cost of capital is a key concept in modern financial theory. Indeed, the cost of capital is the major link between investment decisions and financing decisions. In addition, it is a fundamental concept in strategic decisions such as new securities issues, corporate restructuring, mergers and acquisitions. Moreover, the cost of capital is essential in managing for value in governance systems and performance evaluation based on measures such as economic value added. In all cases, an accurate measure of the cost of capital is essential.
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Several models have been developed to estimate the cost of equity, the most complex part of the cost of capital. In financial theory we distinguish two approaches to estimate the cost of equity: the ex post and ex ante models. Among the ex post models of estimating the cost of equity, let us mention the CAPM of Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965) , the APT of Ross (1976) , the three-factor pricing model of Fama and French (1993) , the ICAPM of Merton (1973) , the CCAPM of Breeden (1979) , the model of Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) , the model of Campbell (1987 Campbell ( , 1993 , etc. All these models use historical data to estimate the cost of equity and assume that the past relationship between risk and return will continue in the future. The widespread use of ex post models is explained by the fact that the expected returns are not observable. In addition, in an efficient market, the average ex post realized returns should be an unbiased estimator of the expected returns. However, several empirical studies have questioned the relevance of these ex post models. For example, Fama and French (1997) found that estimates of the cost of equity by ex-post models are inevitably imprecise. According to the authors, this inaccuracy is mainly due to the difficulty of identifying the appropriate asset pricing models and to the vagueness in estimating the risk premium determinants. Among the ex ante models of estimating the cost of equity, let us mention the dividend discount model of Gordon and Shapiro (1956) , the residual income model of Edwards and Bell (1961) , Peasnell (1982) , and Ohlson (1965) . The basic idea of the ex-ante models is to use observable forward-looking data instead of historical return realizations. The unobservable expected cost of equity capital is estimated from currently available analysts' consensus forecasts about the firm's future income and its market price. The estimated cost of equity is calculated by equating the current stock price with the intrinsic value of the firm and by solving for the internal rate of return. These ex ante estimation models cost of equity have several disadvantages. Indeed, these estimated costs of equity depend on the underlying model to estimate the intrinsic value. In addition, there are significant biases in analysts' forecasts, the latter having often tend to be particularly optimistic 3 . There is another type of ex ante models to estimate the implied cost of equity, namely, the option-based model developed by Hsia (1991) and the Market-Derived Capital Pricing Model of McNulty, Yeh, Schulze and Lubatkin (2002). Hsia (1991) builds up on the work of Black and Scholes (1973) that shows the equity of a firm can be valued as a call option using the option-pricing model. However, its implementation requires a number of assumptions that may distort the true value of the firm, such as the debt being similar to a zero coupon bond or the assets of the firm being traded and its price observable, which would allow for arbitrage. The MCPM is based on financial market instruments, namely bond yields and option prices. Instead of focusing on drawing information on the historical stock-to-market correlation, it tries to derive the information from the options market and yields on government and corporate bonds. Such approach has an advantage over beta since it enables investor to use ex ante data and also give the possibility to derive different rates according to the time period of the investment, compared to a fit-for-all beta.
Theoretically, the ex ante models appear more relevant than the ex post models in predicting financial assets future prices. Indeed, investors in the financial market are interested in future investment returns and not those of the past. The estimated costs of equity by ex ante models are supposed to reflect, at any given time, the rate of return expected by investors, which is quite consistent with the discounting concept. The common main shortcoming of the ex ante models is that they do not explicitly take into account the competitive dynamics of the firm when estimating its cost of equity. The ex ante models are based on the financial market efficiency hypothesis. However, in an efficient financial market, the stock price accurately reflects not only, all available information, but also the combined expectations of investors about the ability of the firm to create value in the future. For its part, the ability to create shareholder value is largely determined by the competitiveness degree of the firm, namely its ability to seize a competitive advantage and to maintain it for a definite period of time, called the competitive advantage period "CAP". The competitive advantage period concept provides relevant information on the firm's competitive dynamics, as well as its competitive economic equilibrium. According to Saint-Pierre (2002): "The economic equilibrium is an ideal state and not a real state, defining by the limit of a rest position, or an absence of action, the relationships of economic coherency corresponding to any set of given conditions of departure, of which a marginal return on capital greater than the marginal cost of capital is revealing of any competitive advantage." The examination of these ex ante models shows that they do not take into account the concept of the competitive advantage period when estimating the cost of equity. Indeed, the time horizon during which the firm is supposed to create value is fixed arbitrarily. In addition, it is applied to all firms, regardless of the difference in their competitiveness degree. Therefore, the cost of equity estimated by these models is highly sensitive to changes in this fixed-duration period. In other words, the misunderstanding of the real duration of the firm competitive advantage leads to an estimated cost of capital that is potentially biased. Consequently, the latter will have an impact on the firm valuation, its performance measurement and investment choices. The aim of the work is to develop a new version of MCPM to estimate the cost of equity by taking into account the competitive advantage of the firm. Unlike the MCPM of McNulty, Yeh, Schulze and Lubatkin (2002), our dynamic version takes into account the market expectations about the competitive economic equilibrium of the firm. The originality of this version is to integrate, in a dynamic competitive framework, the combined expectations of investors who actually have an influence on the value of the securities, and those of the firm managers leading to competitive economic equilibrium. Thus, in the dynamic version of the MCPM, the choice of a fixed-duration period corresponds to the time horizon of the disappearance of the competitive advantage of the firm; it is called, the competitive advantage period (CAP). At the CAP of the firm, the marginal performance spread is equal to zero. Thus, at the CAP we obtain the maximum value of economic value added, the firm's continued growth in size no longer adds to its net present value and the average return on capital exceeds the cost of capital which means a positive average performance spread.Therefore, the objective of this research is to (1) develop a dynamic version of MCPM, namely the DMCPM (2) use this new model to estimate the costs of capital of a sample of U.S. firms and (3) empirically test the relevance of costs of capital estimated from the DMCPM compared to those estimated from the CAPM. The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the algorithm of the DMCPM. Section 3 discusses the research hypotheses. Section 4 describes our research methodology including our choice of variables, the sample, the study period, the models to be tested and the descriptive statistics. Empirical findings are reported and analysed in section 5. Finally, section 6 provides a conclusion.
The Algorithm of the DMCPMP
The DMCPM is developed in a competitive economic equilibrium framework. It is based on the relationship between the marginal cost of capital and the degree of competitiveness of the firm, as measured by the competitive advantage period « CAP » (« T »). Precisely, we argue that, under a firm's competitive dynamics, the integration of combined expectations of investors and managers leads to a competitive economic equilibrium, so that the level of a firm's cost of capital and its degree of competitiveness are determined jointly, or even simultaneously. The intersection of the marginal return on investment with the marginal cost of capital determines the competitive economic equilibrium of the firm. In the DMCPM, we assume that the estimated cost of capital incorporates all available information, including investor expectations about the ability of firms to seize a competitive advantage and to maintain it for a definite period of time corresponding to its competitive advantage period "CAP ". At the outset, it should be noted that the DMCPM is based on the fact that investors want to be compensated for three types of risk: (1) the macroeconomic risk, (2) the risk of poor corporate governance and (3) the operational risk and the financial risk.
(1) and (2) -The macroeconomic risk and the risk of poor corporate governance: For the macroeconomic risk, the DMCPM suggests taking the forward rate on government bonds corresponding to the competitive advantage period of the firm « CAP ». For the risk of poor corporate governance, the model recommends taking the average rate of return paid by comparable companies (i.e. with the same rating on bonds, for the same « CAP » that the firm under study) or, preferably, the yield to maturity on the bonds of the company itself for a term equals to the « CAP », if it exists. (3) -The operational and financial risks: To calculate the operational risk and financial risk, the DMCPM recommends the following steps:
Step #1: Calculate the forward break-even price of the stock (how well the share price must perform in order to compensate equity investors for their additional risks, knowing that return on equity should be greater than the return on bonds of the subject company and that the current bond yield reflects the specific-company risk of the company).
with, : Rate of return on equity : Rate of return coming from capital gains : Rate of return coming from dividends (dividend yield)
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Since the return on equity must be greater that the return on debt (i.e. that the return coming from capital gains and dividends should be greater than the return on debt), it follows that the minimal rate of return on capital gain that equity investors require on a stock can be no less that the difference between the return on debt and the dividend yield:
With,
.
: Minimal rate of return coming from capital gain : Rate of return on debt, or bond yield And the forward break-even price is computed as follows:
0 equals the current market price of the stock, T is the "CAP" in years and − is the price the subject company stock must reach at the end of the "CAP" to make the minimum rate of return. In other words, the stock price must at a minimum increase from 0 to − to earn a compound rate of return equal to ( − ). After we have obtained the minimum acceptable stock price, we find out how likely it is that a business will fail to reach the target price. We do this by looking at the prices for options on the company, which reflect the market's level of uncertainty about a company's ability to deliver the expected cash flows.
Step #2: Estimate the stock's expected volatility " * " using an option pricing model like the Black-Scholes option pricing model to solve for the implied volatility. The Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) will be used to estimate the implied volatility " * ".
Step #3: Calculate the cost of the downside insurance. We combine our estimate of volatility with the − to determine the price investors would be prepared to pay in order to insure against the chances that the shares will fall below the forward break-even price. This is the premium that reflects the extra risk of equity over debt using, once again, the Black-Scholes option pricing model. The DMCPM computes the cost of the downside insurance by calculating the value of the theoretical put option with a strike price equals to the forward break-even price (from step #1), an implied volatility (from step #2), a time to maturity equals to "T", an underlying asset price equals to ( 0 ), and a risk-free rate "r" .
Step #4: Derive the annualized excess equity return. This step expresses the dollar cost of the insurance calculated in step #3 as an annualized rate. This rate is the excess equity return that will be added to the yield on the company's bonds of the appropriate maturity to provide the market based estimate of the cost of equity capital.
With, : Theoretical option put price Step #5: Combine the bond yield ( ) with excess equity return (step #4) to provide the DMCPM estimate of the cost of equity capital.
The DMCPM cost of equity should be used in the calculation of the marginal cost of capital. Thus, the aim of the DMCPM is to estimate the required rate of return on equity, which explicitly takes into account the uncertainty about the competitive economic equilibrium, the "CAP" of the company under study.
Hypotheses Development
In this study, we selected two models for estimating the cost of capital, namely, the CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model) and the DMCPM (Dynamic Market-Derived Pricing Model). The CAPM is an ex post static model that ignores the competitive dynamics of the firm. On the contrary, the DMCPM is a dynamic ex ante model that takes into account the competitive dynamics of the firm.
A simple comparative analysis of the algorithms of the CAPM and the DMCPM shows that there is an evident difference in the principles and the hypotheses of these two models. Therefore, our first research hypothesis is the following: Hypothesis 1 (H1): The costs of capital estimated from the CAPM are significantly different from the costs of capital estimated from the DMCPM. Taking into account the competitive dynamics of the firm in the estimate of its cost of capital, Mouelhi and Saint-Pierre (2013) showed that the marginal return to cost of capital ratio is the relevant value creation indicator in a competitive economic equilibrium framework. Thus, we state our second hypothesis as follows: Hypothesis 2 (H2): Regarding market value creation, the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the DMCPM presents more explanatory power than the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the CAPM.
4 Research Methodologies: Data, sample, models, and descriptive statistics
Sample Design and Data
The sample consists of 80 U.S. firms. It includes 10 firms from each of the following eight sectors: Energy, metals and mining, industrials, consumer goods, food and tobacco, health care, utilities, and financials. Since we need to have an approximate measure of the "CAP" of each firm, we have proceeded as follows to select this sample: First, for each sector of the S&P 500, we have calculated the performance index. Thereafter, we have selected 10 firms from each sector, namely, the first five firms above the median of the performance index (i.e. the ratio of the return on invested capital to the cost of capital 
Methodology and Models
The research methodology involves the following four steps: -Step 1: For the 80 firms, we estimate the cost of capital from two models, namely, CAPM and DMCPM. The cost of capital from the CAPM is obtained directly from Bloomberg. For the cost of capital from the DMCPM, we first estimate the cost of equity according to the algorithm of this model. Thereafter, we use the other required variables (weights, cost of debt, and cost of preferred stock) available from Bloomberg to estimate the cost of capital.
-Step 2: To test the first hypothesis (H1), we use the three difference tests: the mean difference test (t-test), the median difference test (Wilcoxon test), and the standard deviation difference test (F-test). -Step 3:
To test the second hypothesis (H2), we first examine the correlation coefficients of Pearson and the correlation coefficients of Spearman between the variable that measures the value market creation (MVCAPITAL), and the marginal return to cost of capital ratios from the CAPM (MRCAPM) and from the DMCPM (MRDMCPM). Second, we use the Cox test (1962), and the J test of Davidson and MacKinnon (1981) to statistically compare the explanatory power (i.e. Adjusted R-squared) of the two following cross-section models:
The market value of capital to the beginning capital ratio of the firm i. : The marginal return of capital to cost of capital ratio from the CAPM of the firm i.
: The marginal return of capital to cost of capital ratio from the DMCPM of the firm i. Table 1 reports descriptive statistics of the cost of capital estimated from the DMCPM and those estimated from the CAPM for the overall sample. As we can see, the average of the cost of capital from the DMCPM (10.65%) is much higher than the average of the cost of capital from the CAPM (9.01%). Also, we note that the median and the standard deviation of the cost of capital from the DMCPM (10.62% and 2.36%, respectively) are much higher than those from the CAPM (8.89% and 1.48%, respectively). Table 2 reports the mean, median, and standard deviation of the cost of capital estimated from the DMCPM and those estimated from the CAPM for the eight sectors. As we can see, the average of the cost of capital from the DMCPM is much higher than the average of the cost of capital from the CAPM for the eight sectors. In addition, for the costs of capital from the MCPM and from CAPM, we note that the consumer sector shows the highest average, and the food and tobacco sector shows the lowest average. is the cost of capital from the CAPM and is the cost of capital from the DMCPM Table 3 reports the mean, median, and standard deviation of the dependent variable (MVCAPITAL) and of the two explanatory variables (MRCAPM and MRDMCPM). In interpreting the content of Table 3 , we suggest to focus on the case of the MRCAPM. As
Descriptive Statistics
The Dynamic Market-Derived Capital Pricing Model 9 expected, this explanatory variable shows the highest mean and median (4.9842 and 2.4313, respectively). In addition, we note that the MRDMCPM shows the highest standard deviation (10.876). Finally, we can conclude that the means, medians and standard deviations of the MRDMCPM and the MRCAPM have almost similar values. Table 4 reports the comparison results of the mean, the median, and the standard deviation between the costs of capital from the CAPM and the costs of capital from the DMCPM. The mean difference tests (t-test), the median difference tests (Wilcoxon test) and the standard deviation difference tests (F-test) indicate a significant difference in the mean, the median and the standard deviation at a 1% significance level. These results show that the costs of capital from the CAPM and those from the DMCPM are significantly different. Thus, we can conclude that hypothesis 1 is accepted. (0.000) ( 0.000) is the cost of capital from the CAPM and is the cost of capital from the DMCPM. (***), (**) and (*) statistically significant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Numbers in parentheses represent p-values. Table 5 presents the Pearson correlation coefficients and the Spearman correlation coefficients of the dependent variable which measures the market value creation (MVCAPITAL) and the two explanatory variables (MRCAPM and MRDMCPM). Overall, these results show a significant positive correlation at a 1% significance level between the MVCAPITAL and the two performance indicators. In interpreting the content of table 5, let us focus on the case of the MRDMCPM. As we can see, this performance indicator shows the highest Pearson correlation coefficient (72.0%) and the highest Spearman correlation coefficient (35.8%), compared to those of the MRCAPM which are equal to 57.3% and 32.5%, respectively. This means that the positive correlation between the market value creation and the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the model that takes into account the competitive dynamics of the firm, namely the DMCPM, is higher than the positive correlation between the market value creation and the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the static model, which is the CAPM. (0.000) (0.000) MVCAPITAL is the market value to the beginning capital ratio (i.e. dependent variable), MRCAPM is the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the CAPM and MRDMCPM is the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the DMCPM. (***), (**) and (*) statistically significant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Numbers in parentheses represent p-values. Table 6 reports the results of cross-sectional regressions of the MVCAPITAL on the MRCAPM and the MRDMCPM. The results show that the two regressions have a positive and statistically significant coefficient at a 1% significance level. Such results support the theoretical framework of Mouelhi and Saint-Pierre (2013) which states a positive relationship between the market value creation and the marginal return to cost of capital ratio. 84.06 (0.000) MVCAPITAL is the market value to the beginning capital ratio (i.e. dependent variable), MRCAPM is the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the CAPM and MRDMCPM is the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the DMCPM. (***), (**) and (*) statistically significant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Numbers in parentheses represent p-values.
Empirical Analysis and Results
The comparative analysis of the explanatory power between the MRCAPM and the MRDMCPM will be tested mainly by the comparison of the R2 (adjusted) of the two cross-sectional regressions (Model 1 and Model 2). The results reported in the fifth column of Table 6 indicate that the highest R2-adjusted is obtained from the regression of the MVCAPITAL on the MRDMCPM, namely 51.25%, whereas the R2-adjusted obtained from the regression of the MVCAPITAL on the MRCAPM is equal to 32.01%. Table 7 presents the results of the Cox test (Cox (1961 (Cox ( , 1962 ). Recall that the Cox test is used to test the statistical significance of the difference between two R2-adjusted. In other words, it is used to test the statistical significance of the difference in the explanatory power between the MRCAPM and the MRDMCPM. In interpreting the content of Table 7 , let us focus on the result of the MRCAPM versus the MRDMCPM test. As we can see, the p-value is equal to 0.006 which indicates the rejection of the sub-null hypothesis that the model with the MRCAPM as an explanatory variable is preferable to the model with the MRDMCPM as an explanatory variable. In addition, we can notice that the p-value of the MRDRIM versus the MRCAPM test is equal to 0.132, which indicates the non-rejection of the inverse sub-null hypothesis that the model with the MRDMCPM as an explanatory variable is preferable to the model with the MRCAPM as an explanatory variable. Overall, the results of the Cox test show that the MRDMCPM has a statistically significantly higher explanatory power regarding the market value creation than the MRCAPM. Table 8 reports the results of the J test. As we can see, the p-value of the coefficient "λ" ( 0.3927) does not reject the null hypothesis (p-value=0.368). This means that the model with the MRDMCPM as an explanatory variable is preferable to the model with the MRCAPM as an explanatory variable. This result confirms that the MRDMCPM has a statistically significantly higher explanatory power regarding the market value creation than the MRCAPM. According to the results of the Cox test and the J test, we can notice that the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the dynamic model, namely the DMCPM has a statistically significantly higher explanatory power regarding the market value creation than the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the static model, which is the CAPM. Thus, we can conclude that hypothesis 2 is accepted. 
Conclusion
In a highly competitive and increasingly dynamic economic environment, it is more and more important to accurately estimate the cost of equity, and, subsequently, the cost of capital of the firm. Several researches over the last decades were concerned with the development of models to estimate the firm's cost of equity. We distinguish two broad categories: the ex post models and the ex ante models. However, these models do not take into account the concept of the competitive advantage period (CAP) when estimating the cost of equity. To the best of our knowledge, no study has proposed to estimate a cost of capital that reflects the competitive dynamics of the firm. In this study, we have proposed a dynamic version of the Market-Derived Capital Pricing Model of McNulty, Yeh, Schulze and Lubatkin (2002). In a competitive economic equilibrium framework, we have developed a Dynamic Market-Derived Capital Pricing Model (DMCPM) by introducing the competitive advantage period (CAP) in the estimation process of the firm's cost of equity. Thus, in the DMCPM, the choice of fixed-duration period corresponds to the CAP of the firm. (i.e. how long it will take for the disappearance of the competitive advantage of the firm) In this study, we have used a cross section data of a sample of 80 U.S. firms, which are most likely in a dynamic equilibrium setting for testing our research hypotheses. Firstly, we have tested the difference of the mean, the median, and the standard deviation between the costs of capital from the DMCPM and the costs of capital estimated from the CAPM, as an ex post static model. The results of difference tests (t-test, Wilcoxon test, and F-test) have showed that the costs of capital from the DMCPM and those from the CAPM are significantly different. Secondly, based on the paper of Mouelhi and Saint-Pierre (2013), in which the authors have shown that the marginal return to cost of capital ratio is the relevant value creation indicator in a competitive economic equilibrium framework, we have tested the explanatory power of the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the DMCPM versus the explanatory power of the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the CAPM. The results of the correlation coefficients of Pearson and the correlation coefficients of Spearman have showed that the positive correlation between the market value creation (MVCAPITAL) and the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the DMCPM, is higher than the positive correlation between the market value creation and the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the CAPM. In addition, the results of cross-sectional regressions, the Cox test, and the J test have showed that the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the DMCPM has a statistically significantly higher explanatory power regarding the market value creation than the marginal return to cost of capital ratio from the CAPM. These results confirm the robustness of the DMCPM as an ex ante model that take into account the concept of the competitive advantage period when estimating the cost of equity. In fact, in our dynamic version of the Market-Derived Capital Pricing Model, the time horizon during which the firm is supposed to create value is not fixed arbitrarily. In the DMCPM, our sample design permits us to assume that these firms have a CAP equal to three years, which is a reasonable estimate of their true CAP. Thus, the estimated costs of capital from the DMCPM are, necessarily, unbiased and more relevant in the firm valuation, its performance measurement and investment choices. These are the main results of this study, The results could be more robust, if we had included a larger number of firms in the sample and if we had treated a panel data instead
